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Universal Enhancement 

An institution is not a place. 
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It is a state of mind. 
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Logical 

 How can 
people 

have a life 
if they 
don’t 

participate 
in it? 
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It’s Not A Magical Process... 
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It’s a Struggle 
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PARENT PARTNER 

Universal Enhancement Struggle 
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It Takes More 
  When I hear a staff say  
“I just love the individuals I 
work with”, my first thought 
is … 

…your love is not enough! 
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PARENT 

MANAGER 

 HABILITATOR 

PARTNER 

SUPPORTER 

ASSIST IN  

LEARNING 

Universal Enhancement Struggle 
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Habilitation 

People with intellectual disabilities are 
not broken; they do not need to be fixed! 

Let’s “hab” 

him! 
He does look  

like a pretty  

good fixer  

upper! 
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Habilitation is 
not a goal –  
 it is a result! 
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PARENT 

MANAGER 

 HABILITATOR 

 SUPERVISOR 

 PROTECTOR 

PARTNER 

  COMPANION 

SUPPORTER 

ASSIST IN  

LEARNING 

            

            EXTEND  

  OPPORTUNITIES 

Universal Enhancement Struggle 
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Which One Are You? 
In supporting others, do you 
see yourself as a … 
Mechanic – a fixer of  
things that are broken  
and need repair? 
or a 
Gardener – watch and 
learn; fertilize when 
needed; pull weeds 
that get in the way  
of growth?        Dr. Lawrence LaShan 
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Supported Routines Influences 
Our commitment to people with 

disabilities to participate in their lives 

is influenced by many factors: 

Ethics 

Values 

Culture 

Religion 

Morals 

Nationality 

Traditions 

What influences you? 
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TV Habilitation 

Whose leisure time is it? 

This is their  

leisure activity! 

When do we start the leisure activity this evening? 
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  THIS  

IS MORE  

ABOUT 

     US  

  THAN  

  THEM 
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Good Intentions 

We are good and caring people! 

We are not: 
malevolent 
mean spirited 
vitriolic 
vindictive 

When we are not supportive in 
helping people get a life, it may be 
caused by our 
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Therapy 
It’s now 

time for 

your 

therapies. 

Can I take my 

dog for a walk 

first and finish 

playing my 

guitar? 

Recreational Therapy 
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Rehabilitative Therapeutic Goals 
Many of the therapies – art, music, aroma, 

recreation, pet, horticulture, drama find their 

origin in treating (patient – healer 

relationship) acute onset conditions such as 

PTSD, TBI, spinal cord 

injury, blindness, amputation,  

situational depression.  

These therapies served as a  

foundation for the evolution  

  of Rehabilitation Services. 

   Fix It!   Correct It! 
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Habilitation Therapeutic Results 
Life long – persistent prenatal/neonatal conditions 

 such as cerebral palsy, intellectual disabilities,  

 autism, epilepsy,  requiring “habilitation”,   

 necessitates a paradigm shift in  

 the administration of therapies.   

Animals, music, art, gardening,  

 acting, pleasant smells,  

 recreation should be valued  

 activities in an individual’s life  

 “resulting”  in therapeutic  

  outcomes. 

    Improves Quality  

            of Life!  
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No Programs 
Learning is not a discrete event, but 
woven throughout ones day. 
•Assess to determine priority 
needs/wants 
•Develop objectives for accountability 
•Support individuals in valued 
activities 
•Collect data to monitor progress 
Bed making, hair washing,  
  cooking and tooth  
  brushing are not programs;  
  they are life activities! 
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Dysfunctional Programs 

Why teach someone to: 
•Use the telephone when they 
have no one to call? 
•Turn the wheels to their 
wheelchair when they have 
nowhere to go? 
•Have enhanced social skills 
when they have no friends? 
•Manage money when  
they have none? 
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Dysfunctional Programs (cont’d) 

Support people to: 
•Form relationships by calling 
others 
•Visit new places by turning 
the wheels to their wheelchair 
•Have friends which will  
enhance social skills 
•Earn money so they can learn 
how to manage it 
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Animals 
Animals enhance quality of life; 
•Fish that encourage visual 
    tracking 
•Birds that motivate vocalization 
•Cats that promote range of  
   motion 
•Gerbils that provoke a smile 
•Rabbits that diminish tactile  
   selectiveness 
•Dogs that facilitate ambulation 
•Horses that nurture confidence 
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PeeWee and Lori 

PeeWee 
is a good 

dog. 

She kisses 
me and I love 
taking her for 

a walk! 
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PeeWee and Richard 

  We play 
fetch and I 
say “Spin  
  PeeWee 
spin!”  and 
  PeeWee 
  will start  
   running 
  in circles! 
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Gracie and Gayle 

  You’re the 
   best dog! 

I tell her 
everyday I just 

love you! 
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Pee Wee’s Friends 

Sam 

Gary 
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Music… 
…enhances quality of life; 
•Lullabies to calm you 
•Silly songs to make you laugh 
•Marches to promote movement 
•Lyrics to refine articulation 
•Musical chairs to teach  
   taking turns and sharing 
•Singing to cultivate  
   language 
•Hymns to instill  
   spirituality 
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Art… 

…enhances quality of life; 
•Painting to promote coordination 
•Rag rugs to sell at a craft fair 
•Jewelry to give as a gift 
•Finger painting to learn colors 
•Paint by numbers to 
   decorate your room 
•Pottery to enhance  
   tactile sensation 
•A Picasso to delight 
    the eyes 
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Plants 

Plants enhance quality of life; 
•Herbs that delight the nose 
•Tulips that teach color 
•Cactus that encourage caution 
•Tomato plants that one can share 
•Seedlings that require tending 
•Roses that one must tend 
•Air plants that are  
   there to amaze 
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Recreation 
Recreation enhances  
quality of life. 
•Table games that teach you  
   how to lose gracefully 
•Sports that help you manage 
   your weight 
•Swimming that can be just for fun 
•Ping pong that refines coordination 
•Crazy Eights that promotes  
  socialization 
•Bingo that facilitates auditory  
  attention 
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Would You….. 
…help me make dinner? 
     …help me make  
          your bed? 

Why does the 
  staff need  
    support? 
These are the  
  statements of direct 
  care staff, not direct 
  support professionals. 
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You Or Me? 
When a support recipient says “I… 
..put my clothes in the dryer for you.” 
..vacuumed the carpet for you.” 
..set the table for you.” 
..took out the trash for YOU.” 

This indicates that  
the staff are likely 
saying “Will you do  
this for ME?” 

Who is doing what  
       for whom? 
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What’s Your Focus 
Direct Care staff  
 are TASK  
 FOCUSED: 
Clean the bathroom 
Make the beds 
Prepare dinner 
Record data 
“Toilet” the  
    individuals 
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What’s Your Focus (cont’d) 

Direct Support  Professionals  

are PERSON FOCUSED: 
Assist in cleaning the bathroom 
Assist in making the bed 
Assist in preparing dinner 
Involve in recording data 
Assist in toileting 

Staff focus is primarily 
 determined by the  
 organization's culture! 
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Quality Defined 

“Quality is defined 

at the 

point of interaction  

between a staff 

member and 

a person with a  

developmental 

disability.” 
John F. Kennedy, Jr.  Founder of the National Alliance 

 for Direct Support Professionals 
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In Control 

Providing 
others 

opportunities 
to participate in 

their life’s 
 activities 

necessitates 
that we give up 

control.   
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Micro-Manage 
Be respectful and affirming of the rituals, 

idiosyncrasies and customs of support recipients. 

•Take caution – imposing staff expectations 

regarding how, when and where routines 

are conducted may be insensitive and 

disrespectful.  

•Give thoughtful consideration to the  

impact of the supported routine upon  

the individual’s sense of self-worth,  

self-determination and quality of life. 

   Don’t unnecessarily  

 micro manage the lives  

   of those we support!  
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Micro-Manage (cont’d) 

When do supported routines result in 
micro-managing the lives of people we 
support? 
Imposing the steps and  
 processes for: 
Tooth brushing 
Dressing 
Cooking 
Housekeeping 
Grocery shopping 

We all have our rituals,  
        idiosyncrasies,  
  mannerisms and styles!  
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Define It 

Supported Routines: 
            Providing 

        opportunities for  
people to 

participate in all  
aspects of their  

lives 
 with appropriate  

support 
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Life Inclusive 
Supported Routines is Life Inclusive, 
embracing every facet and phase of one’s life. 
Employment 
Leisure 
Retirement 
Health 
Adolescence 
Volunteering 
Home Chores 
Education 
Faith 
Relationships 
Childhood  
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The New Culture 
The paradigm shift to a Supported 
Routine Culture impacts all functions 
of the organization: 
        Maintenance 
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New Culture - Maintenance 
Do those you support maintain 

  their home by: 
Mowing the Lawn? 

Changing burned out light 

   bulbs? 

Plunging a stopped-up toilet? 

Replacing a fuse? 

Hanging a picture? 

Raking the leaves? 

Patching a tear with Duct tape? 
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The New Culture 
The paradigm shift to a Supported 
Routine Culture impacts all functions 
of the organization: 
        Maintenance 

   Quality Assurance 
    Human Resources 
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The New Culture-HR 
What role do support recipients play in your  

 organization’s Human Resource function? 

Do they… 
Interview perspective new hires? 

Provide formal input for staff 

 performance evaluations? 

Participate in the training of  

 new hires both in the  

 classroom and onsite? 

Participate in staff recognition  

 activities (including selection) 

 and ceremonies? 
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The New Culture 
The paradigm shift to a Supported 
Routine Culture impacts all functions 
of the organization: 
        Maintenance 

   Quality Assurance 
    Human Resources 
            Finance 
            Clinical  
      Board of Directors 
          Purchasing 
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New Culture - Purchasing 
Have those you support purchased 

  the items that they use such as: 
A television for the living/great room? 

Groceries? 

Grass seed for the lawn? 

Medications? 

Gasoline for the van? 

A broom to sweep the walk? 

Games, cards and other  

   leisure items? 
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The New Culture 
The paradigm shift to a Supported 
Routine Culture impacts all functions 
of the organization: 
        Maintenance 

   Quality Assurance 
    Human Resources 
            Finance 
            Clinical  
      Board of Directors 
          Purchasing 

   They must all be  
 prepared to give up 
          CONTROL! 
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Serve vs. Support 
The denotations of serve and support are 

explicitly different! 

Serve: to do for someone in a particular way; to 

bring food or drink to somebody; to work 

for somebody as a domestic servant                            

Support:  to give encouragement to somebody by 

being present at an event; to give assistance or 

comfort to somebody in difficulty or distress; active 

assistance and encouragement to, or an approving 

and encouraging attitude toward somebody 

Remember, they are not Direct 

Service Professionals! 
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Never do anything by yourself - 
other than go to the bathroom 

or smoke a cigarette. 

Supported Routines 
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Limiting Participation 

  Question the 
appropriateness  
of allowing the  
individuals you 
    support to  
 assemble small 
       nuclear  
    detonating 
       devices. 
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Decreasing The Ratio 
When staff leave those they  
  support to carry out a task 
  the staff ratio is increased 
Taking out the trash 
Making notes in a record 
Answering the door 
Calling the dentist for an  
   appointment 
Bringing in the groceries 

Improve the staff ratio… 
  Don’t do anything by  
             yourself! 
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Just One Thing 

The only thing we 
 can offer people 
  we support is  
 an opportunity 
  to participate  
    in their lives. 
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Passive Participation 
Some individuals’ 
participation may be 
passive: 
•Having a presence 
•Listening 
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Think Out Loud 
Make an effort to talk with 
people who do not speak. 

                              Thinking out  
                                    loud: 

Bob it really looks 

like a beautiful  

day today.  

Facilitates  
     verbal skills 
Encourages  
     bonding 
Demonstrates  
     courtesy 
Values the  
     person 
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Passive Participation 
Some individuals’ 
participation may be 
passive: 
•Having a presence 
•Listening 
•Observing 
•Fleeting engagement 
Start Low –  
 Go Slow! 
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He Can’t Because  
Every reason we give why he can’t, 
is the justification for  
doing it! 
He can’t do it because he: 
-is too contractured  
-lacks a pincer grasp 
-is unsteady in his gait 
-engages in pica behavior 
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He Eats The Plants 
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He Can’t Because  
Every reason we give why he can’t, 
is the justification for  
doing it! 
He can’t do it because he: 
-is too contractured  
-lacks a pincer grasp 
-is unsteady in his gait 
-engages in pica behavior 
-is on a salt restricted diet 
-becomes easily agitated 
-tires easily 
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Redefining Poor 
The vast majority of all adults with  developmental 

disabilities in the “service system” are impoverished, 

financially (poor) and on Medicaid. 

Poor people do not typically have: 
Cooks               Housekeepers 

Launderers      Gardeners 

Maids               Butlers 

Why should Medicaid recipients 

 with developmental disabilities  

 have paid domestic help? 

     Should our tax dollars 

support learned helplessness? 

Your sandwich, 

           Sir! 
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Intermittent Participation 
Some individuals’ participation 
may be intermittent: 
•Stress beginning and end of  
   activity 
•Nurture sporadic independence 
•Provide frequent  
   graduated guidance 

   The frequency 
 and duration of  
participation will  
increase over time. 
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Commitment 
Ultimately what is required is a “Sea 

Change”…a cultural shift to promote 
Supported Routines: 

• Embraced by the Board through 
       a Mission Statement 
• Recognize staff effort 
• Focus job descriptions on 
       expectations 
• Educate families 
• Measure success in the 
       QA process 
• Implement staff training 
• Assess staff accomplishments  
       through performance appraisals 
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Embracing Supported Routines 

              To fully attain  

           Supported Routines  
        hearts and minds must 
                       change! 
It is not an event – it is a process 
It is a paradigm shift 
It demands creativity 
It requires vision 
There must be commitment 

 It’s not easy! 
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Drawing The Line 
Is it appropriate for a support 
recipient to provide supports to 
another person requiring support? 
Consider: 
•Is the person receiving the 
support comfortable with the 
person who is giving it? 
•Is there an increased risk of injury 
for either? 
•Is the person providing the 
support doing so willingly? 
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Drawing The Line (cont’d) 

•Is the person providing support 
minimizing the workload of paid 
staff? 
•Does the support interaction 
violate policy/regulation (e.g. 
HIPAA)? 
•Does the support require 
competencies not demonstrated 
by the person providing the  
support? 
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Supporting Each Other 
Courtesy and caring translates into 
    people who support each other. 
Assisting one with putting on their coat 
Holding the door for the person behind you 
Filling a dinner companion’s water glass 
Placing a fellow passenger’s bag in the  
  overhead bin 
Showing someone who is confused  
   how to use a vending machine 
Asking what floor others desire in the 
   elevator 
These gestures of kindness need to  
   be nurtured in those we support. 
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Diagnostic Influences 
A representation of thousands of observations over 
                                                                forty years: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why should one’s disability determine  
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Who Do You Involve? 
Staff tend to involve individuals 
 they believe are the most capable 
 or cooperative. 
 
  How can individuals 
who lack the capability 
     or willingness to 
  cooperate learn to be  
   successful if they do 
    not participate? 

Bob, will you 

sweep the floor, 

please? 
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Age Influenced 
Our routines are primarily  
 influenced by our age – so it 
 should be for individuals  
 with disabilities. 
Age 3 – flush the toilet 
Age 7 – get the mail 
Age 10 – take out the 
                trash  
Age 15 – mow the lawn 
Age 20 – change the  
                 furnace filter  
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When Is Less More? 
 Assisting people only 
when necessary, is the 
most effective support. 

 
 

 

   Less is More! 

= 
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Counter Intuitive 
The expectations of a “good  
employee” are to labor tirelessly, 
expend effort and work hard in the 
warehouse, store, factory, farm, 
restaurant, etc. 
 
Effective Direct Support  
Professionals minimize  
their labor, diminish  
their effort and work less. 

     Get it? 
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Delegate The Task  
The responsibility to assure that: 
The home is clean, 
Meals are prepared, 
Groceries are purchased, 
Trash is discarded, 
Dishes are washed, 
Beds are made, etc… 

rests fully on the shoulders 
of the direct support  
professional. 
These tasks must be delegated to the 
individuals who live in the home, but 
the DSPs are fully responsible. 
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Home Chores 
Encourage residents to engage in  
20-22 hours a week of home chores. 
meal preparation ironing clothes  washing windows 

washing clothes vacuuming carpet buying groceries 

making the bed folding laundry setting the table 

taking out trash watering plants mowing grass 

pulling weeds   feeding the pet  changing light bulbs 

sweeping the walk mopping the floor clipping coupons 

pumping gas  getting mail  dusting furniture 

A comprehensive  
    home-chore 
schedule is essential.  
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Twenty Two Hours – Ridiculous! 

If  22 hours appear unmanageable,   
 what about 19 hours? 
Oh, that’s off the charts too; then go 
  for 15 hours! 
You say 15 hours are unreasonable, 
   then shoot for 11 hours! 
If you believe 11 hours are 
   out of reach, schedule  
   7 hours of home chores. 

 Do More! 
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Pictorial Schedules 
Use pictorial schedules for  
 people who do not read: 

•Prominently display for easy access 
•Laminate photos for durability 
•Adhere photos using Velcro 
•Photos representing tasks and their 
  sequence are placed under 
  the individual’s photo 
•Use photos to facilitate  
  object identification and 
  language 
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Home Chores-It’s Their Right 

  Proclaims this is my home and I 

am a responsible person 

  Provides for a meaningful  

level of engagement 

  Facilitates the acquisition 

of new skills 

  Enhances self-worth 

  Promotes independence 

Actively participating in home 

chores: 
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Barter 
When a household task is 

distasteful or unpleasant; 

                           Barter!     

The unpleasantness of the task does not  

 absolve the individual of their responsibility  

 to assure the task is completed. 

Commonly cohabiting adults  

negotiate who will do what. 

       Consensus and  

equitability are essential! 
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Home Chore Guidelines 
   Ability is not a determinant of  

     participation 

   Adaptive devices must be available  

   Tasks to maintain the home  

     comprise the chore list 

   Refusing chores is not a right 
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Teaching Responsibility 
The home chore schedule defines the 
responsibilities of the home’s residents. 
•An individual's refusal to assume their 
responsibility is not a right! 
•All residents must share equally in the 
chores.  
•A resident’s refusal to 
participate should not  
remove them from 
the schedule. 
•An individual who refuses  
should be held accountable. 
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Home Chore Guidelines 
   Ability is not a determinant of  

     participation 

   Adaptive devices must be available  

   Tasks to maintain the home  

     comprise the chore list 

   Refusing chores is not a right 

   Staff are ultimately responsible  

      to complete chores  

  Failure to support residents in  

     chores is a denial of rights 

 What additional guidelines 

            would you add? 
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It’s An Order 
A home chore  
 schedule should be  
 respected as if it  
 were the medication 
 administration  
 record. 
What are the  
 consequences if a  
 staff intentionally 
 administered the  
 wrong medication? 

Do dishes 

 

 
Change linens 

Wash clothes 

 Dust furniture 

Clean lint filter 

 Change furnace filter 

 Organize donations 

Clean out sock drawer 

Vacuum 

Fold clothes 
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They’re Guests 
It’s not their own home when we…. 
Answer their phone 
Set their table 
Serve their meal 
Hang their coats 
Replace their toilet  
  paper rolls 
Decorate their home 
  for the holidays 
Do their shopping 
Wake them up 
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DSPs Are Not Guards 
If not clinically warranted to stand, 
staff should assume a seated 
position when those they support 
are seated. 
Standing communicates that I’m… 
•in control 
•ready to fetch 
•not participating 

  They don’t pay you  
    enough to stand! 
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What’s The Diff? 
If we hire someone to: 
Buy our groceries     Clean our house 
Wash our clothes     Pump our gas 
Shovel our walk     Walk our dog 
Cook our food     Mow our lawn 

What’s the diff? 
If we do these  
 things for people 
 we support,  
 what’s the diff? 
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Worst Thing 

 

 

 

Steve Miller 

Tierra Del Sol 

The worst thing we 
can do for the people 
we support, is to do 
for the people we 
support! 
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Taking Advantage 

 Don’t let the people you 
support take advantage 
of you by saying- 
•I don’t know how! 
•Will you do it for 
   me? 
•I’m tired! 
•I don’t want to! 
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If You Make It a Struggle 

What alternative response might this staff 
member make to this person’s expression 

of anger? 

I am not going to 

tell you again,  

get up NOW! 

I am sending  

you to your room! 

Leave me 

alone! 

...we all lose! 
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It’s His Choice 

 “He doesn’t like to cook, that’s his 
choice” can be a cover when we 
lack the insight or desire to 
motivate. 
The individuals we  
support have the  
     right and  
  responsibility 
for their routines. 

Does he like 
     to eat? 
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Not So Natural 
Support recipients who refuse to 
participate have the right to natural 
consequences when the 
refusal is: 
Volitional 
Informed consent 
In keeping with the  
  covenant “do no harm” 
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Covenant vs. Contract 
In a contractual relationship if one 
party defaults, the contract is 
commonly nullified or voided. 
In a covenant the default or failure 
of one party to fulfill their 
obligation does not waive or 
absolve the other party from their 
obligation. 

  We have a covenant  
with those we support.  
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Not So Natural 
Support recipients who refuse to 
participate have the right to natural 
consequences when the 
refusal is: 
Volitional 
Informed consent 
In keeping with the  
  covenant “do no harm” 
Not in violation of policy or 
  regulation 
Not neglectful 
Unfortunately, in most instances the right of  
     natural consequences must be denied! 
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Rights vs. Responsibilities 
Proclaiming “individuals have a RIGHT 
to refuse their RESPONSIBILITY to 
participate” is an excuse used by staff 
to do nothing! 

We are ethically and  
professionally  
obligated to identify  
the reasons for their  
refusal and develop  
strategies that 
promote participation. 

It’s my 
right!!! 
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Asset Management 
Build on people’s interests and 

strengths. 
When coffee is his only interest: 
  Choose a preferred bean 
  Hand grind the beans 
  Boil water in a pot 
  Make coffee in a French Coffee Press 
  Pour the coffee in a cup 
  Add coffee flavoring 
  Clean/wash all items for the next cup 

      Wake Up And  
  Smell The Coffee! 
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It’s Your Job 
I don’t do home chores because… 
•My parents said I don’t have to 

•We had a house cleaning service 

  at my parent’s house 

•I have a disability 

•That’s what staff are paid  

  to do 

•I didn’t do them at my last 

  group home 

What excuses have support 

    recipients given you? 
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“So, Sue Me” 
When people we support  
 refuse to assume responsibility 
 for their life by not: 
•doing home chores 
•being employed 
•serving as a volunteer, 

deception and 
 manipulation  
 may be called for! 
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Deception 
Though deception and manipulation 
may be necessary to assure 
participation, caution is warranted. 
•Keep personal – others should not 
(ideally) observe the interaction 
•Recognize that such a strategy is  
  commonly utilized with children 
•Utilize this approach as the final  
  option 

If it is not illegal, immoral or 
 unethical do it – do what you  
 need to do to support 
 participation! 
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No Life For Me! 
When people we support  
  refuse to participate in their  
  home chores, volunteering 
  and employment because “it  
  is their right”, assess if their  
  refusal is informed consent. 

  Is it their  
 right not to 
 have a life? 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/toolbox/logo_life_high_resolution_2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.openmi.org/&h=958&w=1325&sz=388&hl=en&start=0&tbnid=VkP7a8V6GOdztM:&tbnh=108&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=life&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
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Intuition 

       When promoting 
supported routines, focus 
on those who are the least 
capable and cooperative. 

This approach 
 may conflict 
    with your  
     intuition.   

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.7sevenwayhealing.co.uk/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderpictures/intuition.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.7sevenwayhealing.co.uk/id22.html&h=500&w=361&sz=43&hl=en&start=7&tbnid=Z-Ba0uSpXrWELM:&tbnh=130&tbnw=94&prev=/images?q=intuition&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
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Everyday Life 
Life’s everyday activities promote 
skills, relationships, and interests. 
Do individuals who you support 
participate in: 

 Watering the grass                      Changing a light bulb                

 Answering the door    Answering the phone  

 Unlocking the car    Tuning the radio 

 Folding clean laundry               Making the bed 

 Plunging the toilet    Pumping gas  

 Taking out the trash   Sending a birthday card   

 Paying respects at a funeral 

How can individuals who require 
pervasive supports participate  
in these activities? 



Universal Enhancement 

Lack Of Privacy 

Do not give people privacy... 
teach  them to take it! 

Verbally prompt 
Physically cue 
Physically  
  prompt 
Graduated  
  guidance 



Universal Enhancement 

Go With 
Don’t take people – go with them! 

When going to the movies, who 
•carries the money? 
•buys the tickets? 
•hands the ticket to the ticket taker? 
•purchases the refreshments? 
•selects the seats? 

That’s 
community 

participation! 



Universal Enhancement 

Do With 

    Involve  
  those you  
  support in 
      all of  
   their life  
   activities! 



Universal Enhancement 

 

It’s My Job 

 We’re the three “staff ‘ems”! 

I wake ‘em, toilet 

‘em & dress ‘em; 
I feed ‘em 

& med ‘em; 

and I bed 

‘em!! 

       Where’s the fourth ‘em? 

      How about “GIVE ‘EM A LIFE”!!! 

3rd Shift 1st Shift 2nd Shift 



Universal Enhancement 

Denying Active Participation 

It’s easier to do it ourselves 

Staff do not perceive themselves as 

teachers 

Fulfills the needs of the staff as enabler 

Staff lack the clinical skills to empower 

Reflects a belief that the individual  

   cannot benefit 

The organization does  

   not embrace supported  

   routines 

There is never a legitimate reason why 
dependency is nurtured! 

 I can do 
     that  
   myself! 



Universal Enhancement 

It’s Not My Job 

Supported Routines! They 
don’t pay me enough to do 
          that silly stuff! 



Universal Enhancement 

Role Of Double Effect 
Even if there is a foreseeable  
  bad outcome, like death, it 
  is acceptable if it is 
  unintended and outweighed 
  by an intentional good 
  outcome – and relief of  
  unyielding suffering 
  before death. 
Saint Thomas Aquinas 
13th Century Roman Catholic philosopher  
    and theologian 
        



Universal Enhancement 

Role Of Double Effect (cont’d) 

Actively participating in 
  one’s life may lead to many 
  “bumps and bruises.” 
This unintended  
  outcome is far  
  outweighed by  
  realizing a  
  quality life. 
  



Universal Enhancement 

Keeping Them Safe And “Well” 

-Adults slept in steel enclosed cribs 
-Windows were Plexiglas 
-Doors were internally locked 
-Pullover shirts with no buttons were worn 
-Spoons were the only utensil  
-No pillows were provided 
-Mechanically processed food was 
   prescribed for all 
-Laxatives were administered as  
   standard protocol 
-Bathroom stalls had no doors 

In the name of protection: 

Where were the Human 

   Rights Committees? 



Universal Enhancement 

Dangerous Policies 
Policies developed in response to 

incidents/injuries must be assessed  
as to their impact on limiting 

opportunities for learning safety. 

 
 
   Incident                  Policy Prohibition 
Choked on hot dog         No hot dogs served 
Drowned in pool             Swimming prohibited 
Lost at camp                   Camping eliminated 
Experienced frost bite   Stay inside when <32  
Scalded in bathtub         Only staff draws bath 

How can people learn to be 
    safe when denied life’s   
              experiences?  



Universal Enhancement 

It’s Dangerous 

That’s why they  
     are not  
  allowed to: 
    Pour the coffee 
    Use the stove 
    Pump the gas 
    Change a light 
     bulb 
    Slice a cucumber 
     



Universal Enhancement 

Safer Option 



Universal Enhancement 

Cutting Gloves  

Provides 
increased  

safety 
when 
using  

kitchen 
knives. 



Universal Enhancement 

It’s Dangerous 

That’s why they  
     are not  
  allowed to: 
    Pour the coffee 
    Use the stove 
    Pump the gas 
    Change a light 
     bulb 
    Slice a cucumber 
    Mow the grass 



Universal Enhancement 

  

1. To protect 

    from harm 

  2. To assure 

 dignity and respect 

3. To provide  

     learning  

opportunities     

The Trilogy Of Service 



Universal Enhancement 

Dignity Of Risk 

Environments 
in which there 

is no risk; 
there is no 

dignity.  

All learning 
requires risk! 



Universal Enhancement 

Learning Requires Risk 

PROTECT  

FROM  

HARM LEARNING 



Universal Enhancement 

Environmental Restrictions 
The restrictions designed to protect each 
individual restricts the freedom of others. 

Leaves without       Install door alarms  
   permission     
Uses broom handles             Lock up items 
   as weapons                       
Shreds linens            Lock up items 
Inflicts self injury                  Lock up items 
   with knives    
Flushes toilet paper rolls      Lock up items 
       

Concern 

                     

Restriction 



Universal Enhancement 

Protective Oversight 

   You cannot keep people safe 
by denying them a life 



Universal Enhancement 

Not Enough Time 
To assure that people participate 
in their life activities… 
•they may have to get up earlier 
•go to bed later 
•decrease leisure activities 
•intermittently participate 
•be a passive participant –  
   but be there 

Is lack of time an 
 explanation or an 
 excuse? 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Physician’s Orders… 
…that prescribe: 
•two hours of daily bed rest, 
•limiting strenuous activities, 
•services restricted to home, 
•avoidance of the sun, 
are excuses used by 
staff who lack  
motivation and  
creativity in 
supporting  
individuals in their 
daily routines. 



Universal Enhancement 

Supported Routine Test 

If the door bell rings in the 
middle of the evening 
meal, who goes to  
the door? 
Who answers the 
door at your  
home when  
you are eating- 

James the 
   Butler? 



Universal Enhancement 

Change Expectations 
Families commonly expect (if not 
demand) that their loved one be 
cared for; served  
versus supported! 

Don’t blame the  
     families! 
 Our services system  
has done a remarkable 
job in nurturing 
these expectations. 



Universal Enhancement 

Supported Routine Outcomes 
Facilitates Connections -- Forms  

   relationships 

Maximizes Independence – 

   Minimizes intrusions 

This is my life! 

Let me experience it. 



Universal Enhancement 

Maximizing Independence 
Elderly people faced with the prospect of 
moving to a nursing home live in  
dread of having others: 
bathe them…. 
do their laundry…. 
push their wheelchairs…. 
dress them…. 
prepare their meals…. 

resulting in the loss 
        of ability! 
If the people we support could  
articulate their feelings, they  
too would command us to  

assist them – not do for! 

Welcome to 

Care For You 

nursing home! 

Oh yeah! We 

can’t wait to be 

dependent on 

     others. 



Universal Enhancement 

Live And Learn 

   People 
learn what   
 they live! 
 What are  
the people 
you support 
    living? 



Universal Enhancement 

Supported Routine Outcomes 
Facilitates Connections -- Forms  

   relationships 

Maximizes Independence – 

   Minimizes intrusions 

Enhances Self Worth 

This is my life! 

Let me experience it. 



Universal Enhancement 

Enhance Self 
Supported routines  

enhance sense of self. 
How do you feel when…. 
•your neighbor tells you your lawn   
  looks wonderful? 
•a dinner guest said  
  you’re a great cook? 
•a friend thought the  
  flowers from your garden 
  were beautiful? 
•after detailing your car,  
  co-workers thought it  
  was new?  



Universal Enhancement 

Supported Routine Outcomes 
Facilitates Connections -- Forms  

   relationships 

Maximizes Independence – 

   Minimizes intrusions 

Enhances Self Worth 

Produces Self  -  

   determination 

This is my life! 

Let me experience it. 



Universal Enhancement 

The Ultimate Intervention 
The O’s Have It! 
Options – Assuring that those we support 
have numerous alternatives from which they 
may make a choice – and supporting them to 
choose their preference 
Opportunities – Providing individuals 
support to participate in all aspects of their 
lives 
Optimism – Believing that all individuals 
can succeed and benefit 

     GUARANTEED TO  
  IMPROVE QUALITY 
           OF LIFE!! 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Three Elements Of…… 
…..self determination. 
Options Choices Preferences 



Universal Enhancement 

Promote Self-Determination 
Consider these options: 
   modify the environment – accessibility 
    



Universal Enhancement 

Inaccessible Cabinets 

         Add  
       handles 
for accessibility! 



Universal Enhancement 

No Cost Accessibility 

Creative 
approaches 

 to 
accessibility 



Universal Enhancement 

Threshold 



Universal Enhancement 

Promote Self-Determination 
Consider these options: 
   modify the environment – accessibility 
   provide adaptive equipment 
   teach skill acquisition 
   provide personal assistance 
The best approach for maximizing self-
determination is influenced by numerous 
factors: 
   individual preference   
   technology 
   cost  
   stigma 
   time  
   available  personnel 



Universal Enhancement 

Universal Design… 
…incorporates many accessibility code requirements 

and stresses innovative solutions to facilitate daily 

living and independence, especially for people who 

have, are or will be experiencing changes in their 

mobility and/or sight and hearing. 

…environments are designed to readily 

accommodate people who differ in  

height, size, strength and mobility. 

…is a leading – edge design concept  

that strives to accommodate human  

functional diversity and the future  

change in how people perform their  

activities of daily living. 
Susan Mack, OTR/L, CAPS, Ultimate Home Design March/April  2006 

 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessibility 
Does your organization promote  
 supported routines by facilitating 
 accessibility? 
Modified toothbrush         Wash mitts 
  handles   
Raised electrical outlets   Touch lamps 
Long-handle dust pans     Lowered  
                                              closet bars 
Lowered counter tops       Lowered  
                                              thermostats 
Front load washers       Front control 
                                              ovens/stoves 
Front mounted garbage  
  disposal switches 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Living 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Living (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Living (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Living (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Living (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Front Controls 



Universal Enhancement 

Closet Organizer 

Maximize 
access for 

those 
individuals 

who use 
wheelchairs 



Universal Enhancement 

Accesible Privacy  



Universal Enhancement 

Accessible Privacy (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Track Lift 



Universal Enhancement 

Modified Walker 



Universal Enhancement 

Cereal Dispenser 

Assures 
options –  
Dispenses  
with  one 

hand 



Universal Enhancement 

Appliance Cart 

Assistive 
device for 

moving  
items 

between the 
kitchen and 
dining room. 



Universal Enhancement 

Modified Container 



Universal Enhancement 

Easy To Grasp… 

…and 
 it’s 
off 
the  

shelf! 



Universal Enhancement 

Adapted Lotion Holder 



Universal Enhancement 

Curse 
Lack of accessible environments 

is the curse of people with 
disabilities and the guilt of those 

who support them! 

Tom Pomeranz, Ed.D. 



Universal Enhancement 

Supported Routine Outcomes 
Facilitates Connections -- Forms  

   relationships 

Maximizes Independence – 

   Minimizes intrusions 

Enhances Self Worth 

Produces Self  -  

   determination 

Being an active participant in all your daily 

routines is the pathway to a quality life! 

This is my life! 

Let me experience it. 



Universal Enhancement 

Self-Determination… 
….is EMPOWERING-when one can 
pick up their spoon one can 
determine: 
•what food is eaten  
•how fast it is eaten  
•in what combination it is eaten 
•how much is eaten 
•not to eat dislike food 

Imagine not being able to use 
a spoon because the people 

who support you will not 
relinquish it. 

 



Universal Enhancement 

Empower 

The most 
important thing 

you can give 
somebody is a 

choice! 
 
 
 



Universal Enhancement 

I Asked Him 
Preferences are determined by one’s  
   life experiences. 
Asking an individual denied normative  
   experiences…. 
• what would you like to eat? 
• where would you like to live? 
• how would you like to  
    spend your leisure  
    time?.... 
is like asking an Amish  
child to select their  
favorite TV program. 



Universal Enhancement 

Imposition Of Your Will 
Question: When an individual 
“appears” non-responsive, how 
 can one know what to offer,  
 encourage, avoid or promote? 
 
Answer: Always offer  
 options even if it  
 is a symbolic act. 
What would you  
 choose under 
       similar  
 circumstances? 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Existing 
“Self-determination 
  is what life is all  
  about.  Without 
  it you might be  
   alive, but you  
    wouldn’t be  
living – you would   
 just be existing.” 
 
 
President John F. Kennedy, “Self Determination and  
Trust” My Experiences and Thoughts. 



Universal Enhancement 

Tragic Consequences 
 People who are not  

active participants in 

 their lives are more 

        likely to be: 
Left behind Outcasts 

Abandoned Rejected 

Forgotten  Lonely  

Marginalized Segregated  

Depressed         Estranged 

Overlooked        Isolated 

Cast aside          Outsiders 

Disenfranchised    



Universal Enhancement 

Our Business 
We are not in the housing business. 
    If all people need is a place to live - 
let them move into the Holiday Inn! 
 
 

 

 



Universal Enhancement 

Futility Policy 
When a determination is made that 
an individual lacks “potential” for 
further skill acquisition and/or 
cognitive development, the agency’s 

FUTILITY POLICY prevails. 
This policy directs the staff to 

limit the scope of 
supports to those 
that assure the 
individual’s safety,  
wellness and comfort.   
 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Universal Life Stiles 

The presence of these challenges is not   
a license to limit opportunity.   It is an 
imperative for assuring that appropriate 
supports and needed adaptations are 
made available to promote full 
participation in life.   

                       an active participant in all 
aspects of one’s life is not determined 
by assessment of cognitive, physical or  
psychiatric challenges.  

Such participation is a right! 



Universal Enhancement 

          He’s not ready yet! 
We place them in programs  
   where they try to learn 
   the skill they need, to be  
   allowed to participate. 
You learn skills by participating   
   but you can’t participate 
   until you learn the skill! 

Say What!!! 

Catch 22 



Universal Enhancement 

Chicken And The Egg 

  To do for nurtures dependency 

 — dependency nurtures to do for . 

We “feed” and “dress”  

him because he can’t  

do these things. 

Oh, I get it-That  

will help him  

become more  

independent. 



Universal Enhancement 

Total Care 
Total Care----- 
More often than not is a hyperbole 
Serves as a prognosis not a description 
  of ability 
Precludes the use of supported routines 
Is used less as a statement of need and 
  more as a label 

Total care 
is to do 

for! 

      Why do I 

      always 

 get the Total 

      Cares?! 



Universal Enhancement 

Sensitive Support 

THEIR 

HAND! 

When touching another 

 to assist in meeting 

intimate personal needs, 

there should always be 

something between

 your hand and their 

body… 



Universal Enhancement 

Prophecy Fulfilled 
As parents, we eagerly extend 
opportunities to our toddlers such as…. 
•Changing the station on the car radio 
•Unlocking the front door to the house 
•Hanging up the coat of a guest 
•Handing money to the cashier  
•Cracking an egg 
•Wrapping presents 

Why are these 
opportunities frequently 

 denied to adults with 
intellectual disabilities? 



Universal Enhancement 

It’s Not In Their Plan 
“I” plans were never intended to 
authorize one to participate 
in their life. 

Are you denying people an opportunity to 
participate in their lives, because it’s not 

in their “I” plan? 

  Hey, I’d 

like to do 

     that! 

  But it’s not 

 in your plan. 



Universal Enhancement 

Planning Process 

IPP everywhere - the I’s have it! 



Universal Enhancement 

Life Retention 
Many education experts    

believe grade retention is  

harmful. 

        Life retention is 

devastating – for many people 

it is the cost of   

     having a disability. 

What test must 

one pass to be 

promoted into a 

reasonable life? 



Universal Enhancement 

Ecological Congruence 

When the demands 
of the environment  
meet the capabilities  
of the individual. 
W.N. “Skeet” Creekmore, Ph.D. 



Universal Enhancement 

Beyond Direct Care 
Direct care staff work in nursing 
homes and hospitals, nurturing 
learned helplessness and 
dependence. 

To improve quality of  

   life, people need and  

   desire staff who are 

   competent:  

 Mentors 

 Coaches 

 Assistants 

  

Teachers 

Instructors 

Counselors 

      

    Trainers 

    Guides 

    Allies 

 



Universal Enhancement 

Help Wanted – Direct Care Staff 



Universal Enhancement 

Support Person’s Role 

•      the view of the individual as capable 
•      behaviors and attitudes of inclusion 
•      the natural reciprocity of social  
         exchanges 
•      the adaptation of the individual to the  
         setting 
•      the natural function of the setting 
•      consistency across settings 
•      the use of natural supports 

Promote: 



Universal Enhancement 

Takers-Givers 

If you wish to be a 
consumer, you must be a 

producer. 



Universal Enhancement 

The Offending Appendage 

Hands that nurture 

dependency and 

learned helplessness. 

Do For Hands Do With Hands 

Hands that promote 

independence and 

dignity. 



Universal Enhancement 

Professional Soccer Player? 
Why would a parent of a 7 year old 
child want them to play on a soccer 
team? 

The child will: 
•Learn to lose gracefully 
•Improve motor coordination 
•Make new friends 
•Learn to cooperate 
•Learn to take turns 
•Learn to follow directions 
•Achieve an enhanced sense of self 



Universal Enhancement 

Passing Meds 
Don’t pass medications –  
pass bowel movements 
     and gall stones!! 
Support the individual in:  
• Unlocking the cabinet 
• Removing the medication from the shelf 
• Pouring the water into their cup 
• Mixing the pills with applesauce 
• Holding the medication cup 
• Punching out the medication from the card 
• Throwing their pill cup in the trash 

Can you identify the 
functional skills acquired? 



Universal Enhancement 

I Take My Own… 

…with a 

little 

 help from 

my  

support 

staff! 



Universal Enhancement 

I Take My Own (cont’d) 



Universal Enhancement 

Medication-Functional Outcomes 

What skills and competencies are  
 acquired when you support individuals 
 in taking their medication? 
Auditory attention      Telling time 
Pincer grasp         Shoulder rotation 
Color                             Eye-hand 
  identification          coordination 
Sequencing         Mobility 
Extension         Palmar grasp 
Attention to task        Self-identification 
 

Don’t PASS medications! 



Universal Enhancement 

Extended Brake Handles 
Though an individual may lack the ability 

to self-initiate engaging their wheelchair 

brakes, there are several functional 

outcomes to be realized. 

Improved… 
..extension/range of motion 

..grasp/grasp release 

..shoulder rotation 

..muscle tone 

..acceptance of contingent touch 

..eye-hand coordination 

..understanding of cause and effect 

What is improved without the extension? 



Universal Enhancement 

Life’s Struggle 
Conquering our  
  struggles is  
  empowering. 
•The ATM machine ate your card 
•You can’t find the remote 
•The new software won’t download 
•The oven’s pilot light won’t ignite 
•The toilet won’t stop running 
•You can’t close the flue in the fireplace 

 Confidence and competence  
   are realized when meeting 
   the challenge of a struggle. 



Universal Enhancement 

Remember The Feeling? 

How did you “feel” when: 
•Translating Homer from Latin? 
•Memorizing the Gettysburg Address? 
•Diagramming a compound sentence? 
•Studying for a linguistics test? 

That’s how many people  
 with intellectual  
 disabilities “feel” when:  
•Opening a door 
•Setting the table 
•Vacuuming the carpet 
•Telling you their name 



Universal Enhancement 

The Right To Struggle 

It is through our struggles that 
we grow and learn. 

When we conquer our struggles 
our sense of self is enhanced. 

Here, let me 

help you with 

        that. 



Universal Enhancement 

Enablers 
Codependence:   
A relationship in which one 
person, the Rescuer/Victim 
is a partner in 
codependency –  
the rescuer/victim is 
psychologically  
dependent in an unhealthy 
way on someone who 
struggles with issues of 
addiction or disability. 



Universal Enhancement 

Enablers (cont’d) 

In a codependent relationship: 

The person with the disability is 
tricked, or taken advantage of, thus 
harmed by or made to suffer from  
an act or circumstance of the 
rescuer/victim “doing for.”“Doing for” 
people with disabilities fulfills the 
needs of the rescuer/victim.   

How does this codependency 

“enable” people with disabilities to 

maintain a life of dependency? 



Universal Enhancement 

We All Have Our Demons 

Substance abuse 

Spousal abuse 

Child abuse 

 We can most effectively 
support others in 
improving the quality of 
their lives when we have 
a quality life—liberated 
from the institution. 

An “institutional life” is 
caused  by many factors: 

Discrimination 

Depression 

Extreme poverty 

 



Universal Enhancement 

Barriers To Support 
We are drawn – compelled – 
 to be in the lives of people 
 with disabilities. 
This compulsion is perhaps  
 our greatest barrier to  
 promoting their independence. 



Universal Enhancement 

Not By Accident 
The “force” that beckoned us to 
our job – to enhance the quality of 
life of people with disabilities – is 
perhaps the greatest obstacle in 
fulfilling that obligation. 

Does doing  
 for others  
 fulfill an  
 unmet need? 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Stage Hands 
Like good stage hands, support 
staff: 
  Remain behind the curtain 
  Assure the scenery is in place 
  Monitor the props 
  Take direction from the Director 
  Call out the lines if forgotten 
  Are seen only when 
     necessary 

 They are not the 
actors in the play. 



Universal Enhancement 

To Do For- Neglect  
How do you plead to the  

charge of feeding the plaintiff? 

Guilty your Honor! 

Will the day 
ever come 

that we will 
define 

neglect as 
“doing for 
people”?  



Universal Enhancement 

Redefining Neglect 

Learned Helplessness, Lack of options, Age-inappropriateness 

If you suspect group home or supported living abuse, 
Call the law firm of  

                                  The group home abuse law firm. 

                                    1-800-922-1307 
                                           & 

108 Hills  Plaza Charleston, WV 

wwwgrouphomeinjuries.com 



Universal Enhancement 

Essential Qualities  

Intellect and 
empathy are 

core 
requirements 
for effective 

support staff.  



Universal Enhancement 

Professionalism…. 

…is not  
      a  
 degree; 
  it is an  
 attitude.    

  HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY 

Dan Berkowicz 



Universal Enhancement 

Universal Enhancement Ally 
… a person who will do 

whatever they can to help 

others in their endeavors.  

They act as a support 

during difficult times 

assisting in any way 

possible. 

Few people can go through life without the 

support and encouragement of those closest 

to them.  We should strive to always see 

ourselves in the role of Ally; helping those we 

support to see us as people they can depend 

upon. 



Universal Enhancement 

Support Staff 

 

He ought  

to have  

him 

propel 

himself. 

Did he ask  

him if he was  

ready to go? 

The world’s most second guessed 
profession! 



Universal Enhancement 

Universal Enhancement Moments 
Asking permission prior to assisting in 

moving  
Providing eye contact when conversing 
Knocking on a bedroom door  
    before entering 
Supporting participation in all  
    daily routines 
Speaking softly 
Using age-appropriate tone  
    of voice 
Offering options to support  
    self-determination 
Celebrating all 
    accomplishments 



Universal Enhancement 

Universal Enhancement Moments (cont’d) 

Using respectful  
   language 
Sharing a smile  
Advocating for rights 
Making introductions  
Listening 
Being patient 
Having fun together 

  Moments captured, not  
 on  film, but in the heart! 



Universal Enhancement 

Support staff should be a quiet 
voice in the background. 

Support Staff Should Be Transparent 



Universal Enhancement 

Involve Me 



Universal Enhancement 

Imagine… 
•Wearing the latest  
   fashion in shoes 
•Helping paint a bedroom 
•Sipping a cup of  
   espresso 
•Posing for a glamour 
   shot 
•Serving as a  
   pallbearer 
•Pumping gas at a self 
   service station 
•Tasting frog legs 
 
 



Universal Enhancement 

Imagine… (cont’d) 

•Hosting a Mary Kay cosmetics  
   party 
•Being an AARP member 
•Fasting for a religious 
   holiday 
•Playing Santa Claus at a  
   preschool 
•Showing off a tattoo 
 … and having a 
significant disability, 
requiring pervasive 

supports. 



Universal Enhancement 

Hands In Pocket Training 

Be a quiet voice of support in the distance 

Do not nurture, cue or prompt dependence 



Universal Enhancement 

Adaptations 

Pump Coffee Pot…………………..Eye hand 
coordination 

Runners wrist band………………Drooling 

Remote telephone…………………Impaired mobility 

Wash mitt, Dust mitt……………..Impaired palmar grasp 

Telescopic feather duster…….Restricted range of 
motion 

Long handled dust pan………….Restricted range of 
motion 

Raised table tray………………….Face in plate 

Appliance cart……………………..Unsteady of gait 

How do these adaptations enhance 
independence? 

Generic household items enhance 

self –determination! 



Universal Enhancement 

Pushing The Envelope 

When supporting people with 

intellectual disabilities 

Encourage them to make their own 
medical appointments? 
Expect them to collect and record  
data for their Support Plan  
objectives? 
Promote their participation in the 
hiring, evaluation and termination of 
their support staff? 

DO YOU……… 



Universal Enhancement 

Performance Evaluations 
Provide support recipients with an 
opportunity to share their 
assessment of the staff who 
support them. 

•How might this make the individual feel? 
•What does this communicate to the staff? 
•What is learned regarding the staffs’ 
performance? 

      Is there   

      anything  

you would like 

    Ethel to do 

    differently? 

It would be nice if 

she spoke to me 

in a softer voice. 



Universal Enhancement 

Pushing The Envelope (cont’d) 

Enable them to draft a medical directive? 

Acknowledge their right to select their 

physician, psychiatrist, psychologist and all 

other professional services? 

Provide them with the information, training 

and experience which will allow them to be 

   effective self-advocates? 

 
                             Remove real and perceived   
    administrative barriers to their 
    expression of sexual  

                             intimacy? 


